


Refresh Your Room

Call Us for a Demonstration 1.877.462.6426

Before

Without Breaking the Wall  
or Cutting Pipes



See 
How

After
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2

The NuLook Refresh Process

Original Hospital Room 

We test the performance of 
your current system.

9:00 am

Remove All Existing Fixtures

Without breaking into the wall 
or cutting pipes.

9:30 am
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Hang the Prefabricated Frame

The NuLook frame and adapters 
are then installed, retrofitting, and 

relocating your existing outlets.

11:00 am

Attach Panels and 
 Complete Your NuLook Room

The entire process took  
less than 4 hours!

1:00 pm
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BeforeNuLook for 
Any Condition
INSTALL OVER EXISTING CONSOLES 

Increase your room’s functionality by installing 
over top of existing gas console boxes while 
recessing the bed location to maximize bed 
clearance. Integrate recessed equipment rails  
for better equipment management.

After
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RETROFIT UNSERVICEABLE HEADWALLS

Replace headwalls made by past manufacturers 
who no longer provide parts or service. NuLook 
allows you to bring unserviceable headwalls 
back into operation in live areas, all without 
construction or recertifying.

After

Before
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After

Before

BE UNIQUE, CUSTOMIZE YOUR DESIGN 

Transform your LDR with our custom design 
capabilities, regardless of the existing conditions. 
Custom graphics, lighting, and layout allows 
you to make your rooms truly unique without 
exceeding your budget.

NuLook for 
Every Need
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UPGRADE YOUR ROOM AND DESIGN 

Increase electrical circuitry and create a  
home-like environment. Maximize patient 
and nurse comfort with graphic panels and 
integrated bedside cabinets. 

After

Before
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Before

After

INCREASE PATIENT AND NURSE SATISFACTION 

With NuLook anything is possible; conceal gases 
behind sliding panels. Installs in any existing 
condition, increasing your patient and nurse 
satisfaction, while avoiding the time and cost of 
a traditional gut and renovation.

NuLook for 
Every Acuity
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After

Before

CONVERT EXISTING SEMI-PRIVATE ROOMS  
INTO PRIVATE

The system has been designed to install in 
any condition. We floor mount our unit when 
working with pre-existing plaster walls in order 
to provide greater structural support. NuLook 
gives you the flexibility to convert your rooms 
from semi-private into private. 
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Before

After

UPGRADE WITH LESS DOWNTIME 

Improve infection control, usability, and 
aesthetics in your existing OB suites. NuLook’s 
fully integral design process allows us to achieve 
your goals without the need to recertify. 

NuLook for 
Every Budget
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After

Before

LIMITLESS DESIGN CAPABILITIES

NuLook comes in all shapes and sizes. Update 
your outlets, increase infection control, and stay 
within your budget.
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The Possibilities are Endless
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Patented

Construction-free system that 
installs without the need to recertify, 
allowing for non-disruptive change 

to your existing facility.

Future adaptable and demountable 
casework prefabricated with 
industry leading durability, 

warranty, and flexibility.

Acuity-adaptable prefabricated 
system that allows for future 

flexibility, while simplifying the 
healthcare construction process.

Prefabricated stud-frame 
system engineered to 

streamline the conventional 
construction process.

FlexWallFlexWall

RefreshRefresh

SkeletonSkeleton

CaseworkCasework

Bringing Non-Disruptive Change to Your Facility


